
Fencing RFIs 

 

1. Can documents requiring a Notary be completed by an out-of-state (Louisiana) notary or must it 

be a Florida notary? 

Yes, if the notary is licensed in the State that they are notarizing in.  

2. Some locations call out that demolition hauling is excluded.  Is this to be true for all locations or 

only those specified in the documents? 

Demolition hauling is approved in the scope where explicitly written; this includes where in the “work to 

be completed” section if the task says to remove and replace then that would include the 

demolition/removal of the existing fencing. However, if in the specifications it mentions that something 

is to be excluded then that is what should be done. There are some areas that include that may already 

have the fencing materials removed. These can be addressed on a case by case basis.  

3. For the individual location pricing requested, do you want labor and materials only or should we 

proportionately apply General items also to make each location independently priced of any 

other? 

For the project summary worksheet, please include an estimated cost for all costs involved to complete 

the individual location. This will help us to better prepare for the cost to be incurred for each PW.  

4. Please clarify whether Builder's Risk Insurance is required for this project?   

Yes, Builder’s Risk Insurance is required. 

5. Is Schedule 40 material to be used for all locations with chain link fencing or only where shown 

on the documents? 

Only where shown under the “Work to be completed” and/or Specifications tabs.  

6. Are Electronic Bids Acceptable? 

Not at this time. Bids must be a hard copy and can be either hand delivered any time before the bid 

opening or mailed. (bid documents must be received on or before the opening date).  

7. Are any Material Submittals required? 

After the contract is awarded the County will work with the awarded Contractor to ensure that the new 

materials match as closely as possible the pre-existing fencing materials. Most likely, this will be an 

ongoing location by location basis to help ensure we are following the FEMA guidelines for replacement 

materials.  

 


